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The project as the tiHe indicates is a design and cOflstrudion of a short wave 

Superheterodyne radio receiver. 

The project report starts by taking a general viev<! of the importance of 

Commu nic..ati on , the place of radio receivers and the Superheterodyne short wave 

receiver. 

Later 1t was foHO'.ved by a precise study of the various stages of the 

Superheterodyne receiver and the deSign process, 

The report went on w!th the design and construction processes of the receiver, 

showing the design Ga!cu1atkms. In the design analysis. the cirCUitry was made as 

simpJe as pOSSIble to aid readabi!lty and understanding of the various stages of the 

syste!TL It. also shows the result obtained the problem encountered, conclusion and 

recommendation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1 xO INTRODUCTiON 

!\ short wave rec.2iver is an Amplltude Modulation (Atv'O receiver, with a frequency 

range, of about 2MHZ to 3mv1HL The technology of thfj short wave receiver is 

based on the Superheterodyne technique, whose principle of operation involves two 

very dose radio frequency signals, which are mixed together to produce a fixed, and 

strengthened lower frequency called the lntermediate Frequ.ency (JF), 

The Superheterodyne technique operates with maximwn stabllity. selectivity, and 

sensitivity, 

The bask btock diagram of a short vmve Superheterodyne radio receiver is shown in 

ANTE t",J t",JP<. 
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FIGURE 1J) BLOCK DtAGRAM OF A SHORT WAVE RECEIVER (SUPERHETERODYNE) 



The space contains a lot of radio radiation with numerous trequendes and each 

induces electric current in a free antenna. Therefore the turned radio frequency 

amplifier selects and amplifies the required frequency bar!d siqnals from the various 

signals intercepted by the antenna. 

The arnpllfied RF signa! is then coupled to the mixer stage, VJhicr'! beats together the 

iViO fn:;quency signals. Firstly the amplified RF Signal of frequency FHF,'Nhile the 

other IS from a Local Oscillator Signal of frequency hc::. 'The output of the nlixer is 

the sum and difference signals of frequencies FLO! h~f:. 

The IF arnpHfier selects the difference frequency Signal hr, which is also known as 

the intermediate frequency is normally 455KHZ for Atv1 broadcasting receivers. The 

intennedlate frequency arnpHfier is a turned type and allows only the intermediate 

frequency signal to go through while it rejects others. The arnp!ifler also strengthens 

the frequency and passes it to the detector. 

The AM Signal is detected using an envelope detector 'Nhich demodulates the 

flY-Jdulated frequency Le. the audio Signa! VJhich is used to ff;Gdulate the carrier wave 

in the ampmude modulation transmitted is then extraded from the VJave and the 

radio frequency is fHtered out 

The AF amplifier amplifies the AF Signai and sends it. to the Speaker. The 

Superhet.erodyne receiver is also referred to as a "dQub\evdetedlon receiver with the 

rnixer as the first detector and the envelope detector as the second. 
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1.1 liTERATURE REVIEW 

The development of radio communication started with the discovery of the radio 

wave (the electromagnetic waves}, The existence of radio wave was predicted long 

before they were actuaHy discovered, James Clerk Maxv1f.dl made the prediction in 

'1864, The great English f'viathernaticai Physicist. !n 18B5 a German Physicist 

Henrys Hertz (187'1-1894) domesticated that the wave actually does exist and they 

travel through space, 

An EngHsh Physicist Ernest Ruther Ford (187'1-1937) succeeded in sending Signa! % 

mBe, Another basic principle of tuning, but the most successful of all the mdio 

pioneer was G Markconi (1874-1H37) an itaHan, 'Nho went to Engiand to work Hnd he 

i.s the father of radio Communication 

In 19D4 the first \/acuum tube 'Nas made by John Ambrose Hettling ('1899-1943), an 

Enghsh Electrical EngineeL This tube 'tJas a diode, that is, it has hNO e!ectric-a! parts. 

!n 1906" an American inventor Lee De Forest CI837-'H361) added a third part to 

Fleming Vacuum tube, This new Vacuum tube was called a T rlode or Audio, it ViaS 

much !ike the Vacuurn tube used today, 

The first radio broad cast was heard on Christmas Eve 1906 Radio operation on 

ship at sea suddenly playing thern carne the work%, "if you have heard this 

programme write to RA Fessenden at Brant Rock, 
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The modern Communication system is shown in fig 1 < 1: 

Fig 1< 1 Block Diagram of a mod&m communication syst&m 

The in,Qut tran~,ducer: the input message which may b8 analogue or digital, rrp;)st 

be converted from its original form into an electrical siqnal to enable it to be 

processed by the necessa!y electrica!!e!ectronic equipment 

The ,transmitter: The transmitter couples the message to th8 channeL It is at the 

transmitter that if necessary a carrier ~Nave is modulated by the message signal, 

Modu!ation means modification of one of the parameters (arnpBtude, frequency or 

phase) of the carrier wave, usually of much higher freqt:iency than that of the 

message signal. The parameter to be modified or moddatB-d varies from onE; 

system to another, depending on the system requirernent~~, 

k,Qarmel: This is the medium through vihieh the transmitted signa! gets to the 

receiveL It may have many different forms, ranging from the ground, through 

underground or overhead cables, to s~;y and space, thereronb, the transmitter can be 

either hard or non-wire (wireless to the receiver), A cornrnon characteristic of all 

channel is that the Signal passing through tem undergoHs, denigmtion vvhich may 

result in noise or interference, fading, multiple tmnsrnisskm path, filtering etc, 

Receiver: Basically, the receiver in a Comrnunication systern extracts and 

processes the desired Signa! from the various signa! received at the Channel output 

The processing function includes conversion of the se!ectf:~d signal to a forrr} suitable 

for the output transducer, This includes detection or d{'?:moddation, and ampHfication 

(of voltage and/or power; if the received signal level is low, 
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It may also be necessary Of desired to delay the received signal. A good receiver 

should be able to select '\veW the desired signal and reject "weir' any unwanted 

signaL 

Outeu,t transducer.:, This is an element or device that convers the electrical output 

signal of the receiver into the form desired by the usee For exarnple a loud speaker 

converts electrical signa! to sound waves for the user to hear. A.mong other Gommon 

transducers are Cathode-ray-tubes{CHT), Tele typewriters, meters (analogue or 

digital) and oscWoscopes. 

1 <2 THE A~MS AND OBJECTiVES 

The aim and objectives of this project is to design and construct a short wave 

superheterodyne radio receiver of frequency range fronl about It,.1HZ to 22MHl. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2J) THEORY 

2,1 CONSTRUCT~ON OF AN A. Wi WAVE: 

Amplitude modulation occurs it the amplitude of the carrier IS varied with the 

modulating signaL Using the modulating and the urm10dubted carrier waves as 

shown in Fig, 2.1{a) and Fig. 2,1(b) respectively, the A r·A v-rave represented by Fig. 

2.1{c) is obtaIned by "Superimposing" the modulating signal on the carrier. Hence, 

trle modulating Signal forms an "envelop" to the A M wave provided the modulation 

depth is less than unity. Itshou!d be noted that the frequency of the AM wave is the 

same as that of the unmodu!ated carrier (i,e. Fe); it is onty the ean~er instantaneous 

that varies WIth the variation of the modulating signaL 

Fig 2.1b Carrier Signal 

FIG 2.1 AM WAVE SIGNAL 



The frequency Spectrurn of an Akl 'Nave is given by V AM (1) 

VVhere m -::; modulation deptr'L 

This indicates that an AM wave consist of the following components. 

L A carrier frequency with amplitude Vc, 

2,2 TRANSMiSSiON OF AN AM WAVE 

The microphone converts the pure audio tone into the rnessage signal, which is 

processed and filtered to rnake it occupy the required bmldvvidtrL The rnoou!atlng 

Signa! is supBrirnposed on the carrier signal to forrn an envelope, which is, then 

transmitter using an AM transmiUer through a channel to the receiver. 

2.3 RADIO FREQUENCY STAGE 

The radio frequency stage of a Supehetemdyne radio receiver must perform the 

foHowing functions> 

'1, it must couple the aerial to the receiver in an efficient rnanner. 

2. It must suppress signals around or near the irnage and intenTediate 

frequency. 

3. At frequencies in excess of about 3mHz, it must provide gain. 

4. !t must operate lineariy to avoid the production of cross modulation. 



5. !t should be selective enough to minimiz.e the number of frequencies 

appearing at the input of the mixer that could result in inter modulation 

products lying within the pass· band of the IF amplifier 

At frequencies above 3tv'lHz the noise picked up by an aer~af is larger than the noise 

generated within the receiver. An HF arnp!ifier wi!! amplify the aeria! noise as we!! as 

the signal and produce little, if any, improvement in the output signa! to noise ratio, 

At higher frequencies the noise picked up by the aerial faBs rmd the constant level 

receiver noise becomes predominant, the use of Rf: gain will then improve the output 

s.igna! to noise ratio. 

2,4 THE MIXER STAGE 

The function of the mixer stage is to convert the wanted signa! frequency into the 

interrnediate frequency of the receiver. This process is carried out by mixing the 

signa! frequency with the output of the !ocal oscillator and selecting the resultant 

difference frequency. 

The local oscillator must be capable of tuning to any frequency in the band to 'which 

the receiver is tuned plus the intermediate frequency Le Fc, ~;; Fs + Fif The ability of 

a receiver to remain tuned to a particular frequency without dr~ftjng depends upon 

the frequency stability of its loca! oscillator- in an AM broadcast receiver the 

demands made on the Oscillator in tern1S of frequency stabHity are not stringent 

since the receiver !S tuned by aiL High frequency cornmunication receivers need 

greater frequency stability rnainly because the channel Bandwidth is narrow. 

Receiver operating at one or more fixed frequencies can use a crystal oscillator, 

frequency charges involving crystal switching. V'Jhen a receiver is to be turnover a 

band of frequencies an L~C OsciHator 'Nith automatic frequency control or a 
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frequency synthesizer rnust be used 

2.5 ~NTERME[)IATE FREQUENCY AMPLiFIER 

The purpose of the intermediate frequency (IF) arnp!ifier in a Superheterodyne radio 

receiver is to provide rnost of the gain and the se!ecthhty c,f the receiver. Most 

broadcast receivers utilize the irnpedanceffrequency chamctenstic of single or 

double tuned circuits to obtain the required selectivity < but many receivers use 

ceramic fitter: particu!arly when an integrated circuit is used as the IF amplifier. 

Narrow band communication receivers must possess very W:K:>d selectivity and very 

often employ one or more crystal fitters to obtain the necessary gain/frequency 

responsR 

The main factors to be considered when choosing the interrnediate frequency for a 

Superheterodyne radio receh/Bf are:: -

a. The required IF band width 

b, Interference Signal. 

c. The reqUired IF gain and stability and 

d. The required adjac-Bnt channel selectivity. 

The lnterrnediate frequency should not He 'Nithin the tuning range of receiver, so that 

the radio frequency stage {RF) can include an IF trap h) prevent IF interference. 

Howevee to simplify the design and construction of the IF arnpl;fier, the intermediate 

frequency should be as low as possible. 



2,6 DETECTiON 

The diode detector is universally used as the ,AJ-A detectoL Tr1e roajer disadvantages 

of the diode detector are lack of gain, krw sensitivity and poor seledivity, And these 

are made up for in the !F amplifieL The advantage of using the diode detector is 

fidelity and it is also inexpensive, and simple to includE; in thf~ design of Automatic 

gain control (AGe), 

A simple drcuit commonly found in domestic AM receiver for demodulation of 

AMOSS \wJVe is the envelope detedor whose cirCUit diagrarn is shown belov>/: 

! 

...-~~--····----ctTI 

ct yR 
.m._. __ ~_,.... ."' ..... ~,""L_~ 

The diode acts as a rectifier and the circuit behaves as a ha!f-'>~vave rectifier vAth 

capacitive fettering, As long as the moduiation depth is less than unity (less than 

100% rnodulation). The envelope of a received AMOSS stgnal approximate the 

message signa! Vm (t;. The fitter capacitor C, rapiciiy chaf9i0s up during the period 

the AM signa! reaches it peaks, the capacitor discharges thr(Hlgh the load resistor, 

R However, the discharging must neither be two slow to miss the next peak of the 

AM signa! nor too rapid to deviate too much from the envelope. Therefore the time 

constraint of the filter network is governed by the inequaHW. 

vtc« Re. «1/w. VVhem w is the message signa! bandwidth. 

The envelope detector operates better with large carrier amplitude msu!t!ng in no 
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distortion, with small carrier amplitudes, howe\'er, distortion of the envelope 

occurs since the diode operates in the non~!inear region. 

2,7 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL 

The field strength of the wanted signal at the aerial is not constant but fluctuates 

widely because of charges In propagation conditions, AutorntAic gain control (AGe) 

is appHed to radio receiver to maintain the carrier !evel at the i.nput of the detector at 

a more or less constant value even though the level a~ the aerial may very 

constantly, AGe ensures that the audio output of receiver varies only as a function 

of the modulation of the carrier and not with the carrier !evei itself 

The use of AGe also ensures that a large receiver gain c,an be made available for 

the reception of \,s'Jeak signals without overloading of the RF amplifier stages, with 

consequent distortions by strong signals. Further. a reasonable constant output 

!eve! 1s obtained as the receiver is tuned from one station to another. 

The automatic gain control systems are either of the sirnple or the delay type, for 

economk: reasons the majority of broadcast receivers use simple AGe, !n a SImple 

AGe system, the AGe voltage is developed imnmdiatdy a carrier voltage appears at 

the output of tile IF amplifleL This means that the gian of the receiver is reduced 

bdow it maximum value when the viantedsigna! is weak Hod the fuH receiver gain is 

really v"santed. This disadvantage of the sirnp!e AGe systefTl can be over corned by 

arranging, that the AGe voltage INm not be deve!opl;?':d untH the carrier wave is 

detected, 



2.13 FilTERS 

The term as used in communications system, is a frequency selective nehvork 

designed to operate on an input signa! to produce a desired output signaL That is, a 

fiiter passes signal of certain frequencies and blocks signals of other frequencies, the 

transmitted or passed Signals having a certain range Of ranges of frequencies, 

referred to as the band pass and the suppressed Signals of other frequencies, The 

suppressed bands being referred to as the attenuation band or bands. The signals 

may be a continuous time entity that may be stated in time or frequency terms. The 

discrete time entities may also be stated in time or frequency terms 

Filters am usually categories according to their behaviour in the frequency. domain 

and are specified in terms of their magnitude or transfer response, FHters are 

classified as low pass, high pass, band pass.; based on phase characteristics. 

2.9 AUDIO FREQUENCY STAGE (AUDiO AMP,) 

The function of the Audio-frequency stage of a radio reCeh.ff~f is to develop sufficient 

audio frequency (A.F) power to operate the loud speaker of other receiving 

apparatus. 

The A. F. stage 'Ni!! inClude a \io!ume control and sometimflS treble and base controls. 

The A. F stage may also include a muting fadlity. A sensitlvH receiver 'Nm produce a 

considerable output noise level when there is no input signa! because there wi!! then 

be no automatic gain control voltage developed to limit the qain of the receiver. The 

noise unavoidably present at the input terminal of the receiver then receives 

maximum amplification, The noise output can be conskh::rable annoyance to the 

operator of receiver and to reduce or eliminate this annoyance a squelch circuit is 

mUed, which disconnects Of severely attenuates, the gain of the AF. amplifier 
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whenever there IS no input signai present 

2,10 SELECTIV~TY AND SENSITIVITY 

Selectivity IS defined in radio receiver as the abWty of a radio receiver to select the 

signa! of a required radio station and reject the signa:is of unwanted adjacent 

stations. This is an important pararneter in vie'.".' of the great number of radio stations 

operating on or almost on the same frequencies, the h~gher the sdecti'>./ity the lower 

the interference from the adjacent station. 

Sensitivity of a radio receiver is its ability to pick up and reproduce weak signals and 

is determined by the value of high frequency voltage fOf norrnal output pmtJer. The 

!o'Ner the necessary input voltage for norma! operation. thf~ higher the sensitivity. 

For rnodem radio receiver's sensitivity values range from severa! microvolts to 

severa! multivolts. Higher Sensitivity can be assured achieved by increase the 

number of amplif!cation stages which should however, be hrnited in order not to 

increase noise and distortion. 

2.11 INTERfERENCE 

No matter how complex or simple the design of a Superheterodyne radio receiver is, 

it is usually open to interference from uml'Janted signals. Some of the common 

interference sm.!rces include: " 

Image channei interterence: No matter what frequeno{ a Superheterodyne receiver 

is tuned to, there is always another frequency that wm also produce the intermediate 

frequency ~ The other frequency is known as the irnage frequency. The image signa! 

has a frequency: Fm, such that the difference betwefH1 it and the loca! oscWator, 

frequency is equal to the intermediate frequency h·:,. 
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The irnage signa! is thus separated from the wanted signal by twice the interrne-diate 

frequency, The image signal must be prevented from reaching the mixer or it \Ni!! 

produce an interference signa! which, since it is at the interference frequency, cannot 

be filtered by the selectively of the IF amp!ifieL The RF stage most indude a 

resonant circuit with sufficient selectivity to refit this image 5i9nal when tuned to the 

wanted signa! frequency. 

Another type of interference is the intermediate break, thmuqh this occur if a signa! 

at the intermediate frequency is picked through, an aerial dose to a river, it wi!! 

interfere v,fith the wanted signaL Such a signal must therefore be suppressed at the 

RF stage by an IF trap. 

Another forrn IS the co~channe! interference, the Superheterodyne receiver is 

exposed to a number of other sources of jnte~ference, (x>,channei interference 

is due to another signa! at the same frequency, and cannot be eliminated by 

the receiver itself Vvhen it occurs, it is the resuH of unusual propagation 

conditions making it possible for transmission from a distance station to be 

picked up by the aeriaL This forrn of interference Gan be! reduced by operating 

the RF stage as linearly as possible, 

Cross-rnodu!ation is another form of interference and is the transfer of the amplitude 

modulation of an unwanted carrier into the 'Nanted carrier and is alv,;ays the result of 

non-Hnearity in the characteristic of the FR amplifier Of of the mixer. If the amplitude 

ofthB input signal is sma!!, cross modulation wi!! occur, The umvanted signa! may be 

weI! outside the band pass of the IF amplifier once cross f'nodu!ation has occurred, 

Cross rnodulation is only present as long as the unwanted carrier producing 
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effect exist at the aerial. And it can be minimized by Ilnear operation of the iF stage 

and by increasing the selectivity of the RF stage, to reduce the number of large 

amplified signa! entering the receiver. 

2.12 NOiSE 

Noise is any unvdanted or undesired signa! interfering with the reception and 

processing of the desirt'sd signal. It can be classified into broad categories, 

depending on its source. Interna! Noise is created by any of the passive Of aCiive 

devices found in the receiver whEe External Noise, on the other hand originates 

outside the receiver e.g. extra"terrestria! bodies, Atrflosphf';flC noise etc. htters are 

used to reduce Of eliminate the effect of noise in the receivers, 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTiON 

The design of the superhetrodyne radio receiver involves the determination of value 

of the components that make up of the various stages of t.he receiveL In tht? design, 

the approximation of the ca!cutated value is however inevitable, hence approximation 

of values have been used where necessary instead of calcul<.-ded values. 

The superhetrodyne principle caBs for DNO district amplification and filtering sections 

prior to demodulation, as shovm in fig 3. i 

F~g 3.1 

FIG 3.1 SHOWS THE VARiOUS AMPLIFICATION &: FILTERING STAGES 

The incomhlg signa! X (t} is selected and amplified by the RF Section tuned to the 

desired carrier frequency Fe ~. This amplifier has a retativH!Y broad bandvJidth 8f~r 

that partially passes adjacent··channe! signals along vAth Xc{t}, Next, a frequency 

converter comprised of a mixer and local oscillator translate the RF output into an 

intermediate frequency (Fw:) band at Fit' <: Fe. The adjustable Lo frequency tracks 

with the RF tuning such that FLO -::; Fe +- hF 



An IF input section with bandwidth S!r > ST removes the adjacent - channel signals, 

This section is a fixed band pass ampliner called the IF strip, which provides most of 

the gain~ Finally the !F output goes to the demodulator fOf rnessage recovery and 

base band amplification, To calculate the intermediate frequency (Fw), assuming we 

have a radio frequency of 2MHz and loca} oscillator frequency ('d',lhich is normally 

higher than the radio frequency) to be 2A55f,AHz, The intermediate frequency 

Fw ;;: 2455MHz - 2MHz 

hr ;;: 455KHZ 

Fit- is normally 455KHZ for AM broadcasting receivers. 

3.1 RECEIViNG AERiAL 

An antenna or aerial converts electromagnetic waves into high-frequency curmnt It 

couples the electromagnetic wave from the atmosphem to the input of the mreiveL 

3.2 TUN~NG C~RCUIT 

FIG 3,2 TUNING CiRCUiT 
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The RF signals picked by the receiving antenna are fed to the tuned input circuit of 

the receiver- Another signa! Fu) that is generated from the Loca! Oscillator is gang 

tuned to select the required tadiD station and reject thE; ur'l'Nanted ones, The ganging 

capacitors designated by the dotted lines have capacitance range 80" 350PF 

3,3 THE JF FIL TERJNG ClRCUIT. 

~~~~{~f~ .. ~* f: <::<~:.:)):Ky: 
n·;s~;:;.:::x~(Yx 

Fig, 3,3 The IF filtering Circuit. 

The if filtering circuit comprise of a tank circuit an 465KH? interrnediate frequency 

transformer and 455KHz if crystal, The tank circuit consist of the toHo ... ,ing 

connected as shown above, 

(ii) Inductor L3 ::;: 3.3MH, 20 turns 

(m) inductor J2 -::; 2.2m~"L 

The tank circuit provides necessarf se!ecthfity and filter out unwanted signaL The 

transformer used was constructed locally by winding a coil of 33 turns on a ferrite 

rod, 11 increase the signa! power of the selected %F signa! high enough for 

modulation. The 455KZ IF Crystal was used to enStirB that the IF frequency is fixeD 

at maximum stabWty selectivity and sensitivity. 
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3.4 

1 I' 
S~g~,.:;:.1 

<~~,~ 

MD(ERIDETECTOR CiRCUiT 

Shows the pins configuration of the mixar {TA8164J Ie 

Tha amplified RF Signal is coupled to the input of me rnixer The mixer beats 

together two frequency signals. The first input to the mb:er is the amplified F,;:;,.. 

through pin '1 and pin 16 while the other input is from a local oscillator signa! of 

frequency ho through pin 12 of the TA8164 Ie as shown above. The intermediate 

frequency (hr) is developed at the output of the mixer a:s:ndicated in Fig. Above, 

from the pin configuration above, Pin 2, 3 and 5 give the output of the frequency 

converter The amplified !F signa! is fed into Pin 7 of the Ie for demodulation. The 

func1ion of the demodulator is to separate the modulating (message) signal from the 

IF signal. That is it converts an IF signa! into a audio frequency AF signa! by 

removing the carrier content of the amplified IF signaL 

3<5 AUDiO FREQUENCY AMPLIFiER (Ar AMPL~F1ER) 

The AF signal developed at the output of the detector is next amplified in the audio 

frequency amplifier. This wi!! increase the signal po'wer and gain of the AF slgna! 

before it is finally fed to the speaker. The AF ampFfier finany boosts the low 

frequency signal to a level high enough to drive the loud speaker. In this design 

10 
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LM386 tC is used as an audio amplifier. The LM386 is a power amplifier designed 

for use in !O~N voltage consumer applications. The gHin is increase by the connection 

of a capacitor betv'{een pins 1 and fL The connections are she-INn in the circuit 

diagram helow, 

,[itL i~:~'-~;i 1:t -"~"--
T j, ... n ,d>,""_' I 

1;~~jl:~jT[fij 
Fig, 3.5{aJ & (0) illustrate the basic diagram of the i.,tAlES Ie and how it was 

3,6 SPEAKER: 

The amplified AF Signa! is fed to the loud speaker, ~Nhlch is a transduceL It converts 

!ow~frequency alternating current energy into sound INave energy (acoustic 'IN8ves), 

The loud speaKer used in this design employs a moving coil (E!ectrodynamic} unit 

composed of the following parts: a cone. a front suspension, aHoy mounting voice 

coil and a permanent magnet 
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3,7 POWER SUPPLY UN~T 

Regulated Power Supply 

Pmver Supply Unit is an e!ectrical circuit that supp!ie~) the devloo with e!ectrical 

energy- !t can either be a battelY Of a rectified a-c as used in this project 

The Power Supply Unit consist of the main source, the 12V transfofff'lBr, a bridge 

rectifier drcuit a regulator drcuit a smoothing circuit ror power regulation and an 

indication system consisting or a Eght emitting diode to Indicate when OfL The rnab 

source supplies the 3,C, Signa!, which is then converted to de signa! which is used to 

operate the constructed proj-ec-t 

A step-down tmnsTonn-er was used to step down the voH;:lge from about 220V to 9V, 

The transformer voltage ~vas chosen to be '12V (sec-"ondary') because given V 

peak ~ 12V) Vrms ':;; 12!-'-{2 :::; 9V 

And a fuse ('I At •• 1P) was installed on the primary side of the transformer to protect 

against excessive current from the main source, which can damage the transformer 

and possibly the entire circuit connected. The input and output of the transformer 

may be conSidered. 



Pin 

12% 1/\ 

L :;;: 12 V~ -

V\ 

Pout 

1 x 9 ::.; 41mA 

::;:;; 220v 

Thus at fuB load, a current of 41 rnA flows in the primary ot the transforrner. To 

caiculate the fuse rating. 

Fuse rating ::::: I x a\lovJance for current fuses x 2 (heating effect) x 2 (not to allow 

fuse to blow under abnormal tuB load). 

:;;: 41 rnA. x: {) x 2 x 2 ::;:;; 987mA. 

Therefore a fuse of current rating 1A was used. 

As sho'Nn above a bridge (fun wave) rectifier was used to convert an a.c. signa! to a 

pulsating &c signal. During the positive half-cycle of the input ~.LC. signal, diodes D1 

and 03 conduct vlhHe diodes D2 and D4 are reversed biased, While during the 

negative ha!f-cyde, diodes D2 and 04 conduct while 0'1 and 03 are reverse-biased. 

The smoothing circuit is a filter network that reduces the ripples caused by the 

pulsation of the rectified signal. And the LED is used to indicate whether the circuit 

is open or dosed 
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3JJ CIRCUiT DiAGRAM 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTiON 

The circuit construction started w1th metric layout of components on paper, which 

\<\I'as checked and cross checked before transferring to the bread board according to 

the metric plarL From the breadboard the cornponents were transferred into Vero 

board and an necessary interconnection lines were run. This was also cross .. 

checked before final soldering, 

During the soldering process, extra care was taken not to over heat the components, 

because it could led to loss of rating or total damaged to sorne of the components, 

They tools and equipment used during the construction inch-.Jde: Bread board, Vern 

board, soldering iron, soldering stand, solder, sponge, lead digital multi meter and the 

various cornponents used. 

Careful planning of the circuit wiring, minimiz.ed errors and made troubleshooting 

easier. The Vew board was scratched to provide a dear surface for good soldering 

and continuity on the \iem board necessary. The 8~pins Ie socket that holds 

the LM 386 and the pins of T AXe 1 [54 were carefully mounted and so!dered, breaking 

the continuity of the Vem board when necessary to connect other components. 

The RF coil was constructed by carefully winding a very tinning wire mund a ferrlte 

rod while the ganged capacitor was mounteD on the Vew board by drimng holes that 

connect the three legs of the gang, Capacitor and the nub tor tuning. Also a hole 

was drill in the casing to fix the aerial. 
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4, 1 TEST~NGfRESUl T5 

Each completed stage was tested and the waveform observed ustng an oscilloscope 

and the results obtained are: 

At the input of the IF stage a distorted envelope !Ike cornposHf; signal was observed . 

. As sho\l>}n in Fig 4.1a 

At the output of the IF stage {Le. before the defection) a fine envelope signal vvas 

observed as shmvn in Fig. 4.1 b 
'¥ 

At the output of the detector diode, a rectified negative envelop have form ~Nas 

observed. As shown in Fig. 4. 'k 

At the detector stage output and AF output is distorted sinusoidal Signa! was 

obsenfed, hence the inherent noise in the receiver output as sh()~vn in Fig.41c 

1'" 
I . 

-jlOTlmli,mmrmr 
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Also, at the Bnd of the construction, the project was test.ed and it receives various 

stations with minimal noise and high se!ecthtity, The sensitivity was also high VJith a 

low level of distortion and the output pmver matched the 1nj::,ut of the loudspeaker. 

4,2 DISCUSSiON OF RESUL IS 

From the results obtained, it cao be deduced that the quality of reproduction of the 

receiver is determined mainly by the level of distortion introduced by a mdio receiver. 

And from the graph obtained, the envelope signal observed at the output of the IF 

stage was because only the interrnediate frequency (IF) (455K.Hz) was aHov'Jed to 

pass, The distorted sinusoidal waveform observed at the output of the detector 

stage was due to noise and distortion was kept minimal by increasing the frequency

band pass of the receiver and detuning the resone.nt circuit from the carrier 

frequency. The system performed fairly to expectation through with sorre 

associated !evel of distortion in the output. 

4.3 PRECAUTIONS TAKEN DURiNG THE CONSTRUCTION 

The precautions taken during the construction are as fo!lov~:~: -

The breadboard was extensively used for the test constwctl0ft 

ii- The Vero board was carefully checked and tested for continuity, 

iii, Care must be taken during soldering of the components to avoid over heating, 

iv. Off-target soldier splashes were carefully removed to 3"JOid short-circuiting. 

v, Re-checks were made more often to ascertain the' 6ght position of component 

and jumper wires. 

vL The power supply unit has normally put off from the circuit when mounting or 

removing component during the test construction and final construction. 
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vH. The polarities of capacitors (electrolytic) and the configuration of discrete 

components such as transition were ensured \lAth nlultirneter before, they 

were finaHy soldered on the Vera boara, 

4.4 AREA OF FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

i. The AM Oscillator couid be increased to two, three or rr({)re to demarcate the 

ranges and improve turning, 

11. More than two IF stages can be cascaded together, this wm effect increase 

the system's sensitivity, 

iii, The power supply system could be made more stahle >"Mith the provision of 

stab!E; power supply from NEPA 

4.5 CASiNG 

The casing of the system was based on the size of the fabricated components, The 

design was madt:: to accommodate the speaker, length of fabricated components 

pmNer supply unit and aeriaL 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5JJ CONCLUSiON AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

The design and construction of a short wave (SVV) Super heterodyne radio receiver 

was successfuL It gave rne an insight into quite a number of practical concepts in 

Electronics and T e!ecommunication Engineering. It Emhanced my skills in handling 

electronic tools and COfTlponents. 

The design and construction was not without some problems as 1 spent a lot of tirne 

trying to adjust and re"adjust before I finally got a satisfactory gain. During the 

construction another problem encountered was the tracking of both the local 

osciHator and the radio frequency. Actually it was very dimcult to keep the RF and 

local oscillator tuning exactly in step. Also after the design another problem 

encountered was how to get the components, although they are not expensive, but 

sorfle components 'Nere not readily available and had to be substituted fOL 

The construc1ed short "Nave (SV</) receiver INas able to select radio stations 

(frequency band) out of the numerous modulated carriers. reaching the receiving 

antenna and convert IF into an AF Signal, Definitely a short 'Nave receiver would be 

of great use to engineers, reporters, press~:n, motorists, students, traders, 

laborers, students etc for receiving messages, infmmatkm or signals from various 

stations transmitting within the short wave (BVv) frequency band, 
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At the end of the constrllction the following recommendations were made: 

l. A battery can cOIuplimenl the power supply unit Th,s will give the receiver 

the chance to use the battery incase of pov4er faBure. 

Ii. Terminals 01 components and connecting leads used during the construction 

must be veri short to avoid introduction of additional capacitance and 

inductance into the circuit 

iiI. A push-pul, power amplifier can be connected to tile output of the audio 

amplifier Ie used tor a higher output povJer, 

iv. f'..ny student taking this type of project should have a good back ground in 

e!eC'tronks communicahon, as this will help a lot 

\!, And also \t is very Important for the department to provide necessary 

equipment tor the e\ectricallab. to enhanced and aid students while carrying 

out this project and other practical. 
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